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Group 1 
 

The newly-minted Whippet (Whippet Good?) parped her metaphorical hash horn, and Group 1 sallied forth 

amidst drops of golden sun and the other stuff from the location known as Drizzly.Work.Volcano for an 

excellent morning of hashing. 

 

Drizzly? Check. But a mere sprinkle to freshen things up. Notwithstanding, Alpha Blocker insisted on wearing 

his boil-in-the-bag throughout and was done to a turn by the end. 

 

Work? Check. A healthy dose of wet sand and shiggy plus some A-grade falsies ensured a decent work-out, 

especially for the FRBs as they clocked up a couple of extra kilometers. Even the Back-RBs lent a falsie-

checking hand in a brave attempt to work off the covid-restriction-induced excess kilos. 

 

Volcano? Hmmm…Group 1 duly ascended to the trig point on Iping Common’s towering summit, but 

Forgetmeknot’s extensive geological investigation failed to reveal any volcanic material among the greensand, 

and the seismic readings proved only to be the thundering of Group 2 vainly attempting to make up ground on 

the Group 1 gazelles. On on! 

 

Paul ‘Dogs Bollox’ Martin 

 

Group 2 
 

The “Covid compliant” cohorts (well OK pods not “cohorts”) gathered in the car park off Elsted Road on Iping 

Common and keeping a wary eye on the weather set off one by one at timely intervals across the said Elsted 

Road eastwards onto Stedham Common (commons are a bit common round here!). My pod including Chastity 

Belt, Marathow, Charlie the black lab and his owner Ravinous Curls (the hare) focused far too much 

admiration on the magnificent fungal bloom before the rude interruption of the (first?) check where I then 

spent too long checking south then east instead of south and then west which is where the trail lay. 

 

The pod eventually found the well-marked trail leading back parallel but slightly to the south of our earlier trail 

before another check scattered (or perhaps separated) the hounds near the northeast corner of the large sand pit. 

I checked south (wrong again!) down past some pretty well-hidden tumuli on the cliff above the sandpit lake.  

 

Eventually we caught “on” and headed further south alongside Elsted Road for a couple of hundred meters 

before another check took us into Fitzhall Heath with its prominent tumulus. After admiring the view from the 

tumulus top we zig-zagged northwards with the hare looking distinctly worried by the sighting of another H4 

pod picking their way daintily across Iping Common to our north. 

 

By now we had joined the Serpents Trail heading further west above Goldrings Warren (I wonder if they found 

any there?) with the occasional well-set check before being steered back eastwards across Trotton Common 

zigging northwards towards A272 then back south along the Crowshole Farm Roman Road before circling east 

and being in danger of running up our own **** while zig zagging across Iping Common again. We regained 

the Serpent Trail (where a check took me to 10 paces or so of the outward trail) then northeast up to the 

starting car park. 

 

It was a good trail particularly for the pod system although a larger pack would have overwhelmed the intricate 

trail and possibly still be wandering “Stedham with Iping” now.    

 

Charles ‘Isneesrbuggered’ Earle 



 

Group 3 
 

Splish , Splash, we were making a splash. 

Over the common of Iping were we! 

Hashing our way with dashes of sawdust 

to follow for all of thee to see! 

Of Lowland heath with Heather and Gorse  

and Golden trees with ever fall of leaves! 

 

Splish, Splash we were following a ‘Hash’ 

Gateways of hidden treasures was there to be? 

surely not, X marks the spot 

But, alas our hopes were soon dashed x 3! 

Along we splashed and sploshed our way 

for on went the Hash to onward splash. 

 

Splish, Splash, we were making a splash. 

A band of Happy Hashers were we! 

Homeward bound with squelching soggy feet. 

on Iping Common were we! 

 

Rebecca ‘Beta  Blocker’ Howie 
 

 
 

Newly crowned ‘Whippet’ with her namesake which arrived by coincidence just after the naming ceremony… 

actually it was a lurcher! 


